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		 DP4	 P4	 M3	 %	Juv		
Gaston	 2	 1	 1	 0.66	
Vincent/Clements	 2	 4	 4	 0.33	





















































































































N:	 136	 																																																				N:	 110	
Mean:	0.021499	 	 	 											Mean:	 0.0071349	
95%	conf.:	 (0.015077	0.027921)	 95%	conf.:	 (-0.0018355	0.016105)	












N:	 136	 															 	 											N:	 110	
Mean	rank:	 75.15	 	 	 											Mean	rank:	 48.35	
	
Mann-Whitney	U	:	 5789	























N:					 90				 	 	 N:					 70	
Mean:	0.02157						 	 Mean:	-0.0018224	
95%	conf.:			 (0.013629	0.029511)							 95%	conf.:			 (-0.010483	0.0068385)	















N:					 90				 	 	 N:					 70	
Mean	rank:	 51.944									 Mean	rank:	 28.556	
		
Mann-Whitn	U	:					 2084	






N:					 13				 	 	 N:					 10	
Mean:	0.011652				 	 Mean:	0.028753	

















N:					 13				 	 	 N:					 10	
Mean	rank:	 6.3478									 Mean	rank:	 5.6522	
		
Mann-Whitn	U	:					 55	
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